Nevron .NET Vision is the leading suite of WinForms and ASP.NET components that help you create
enterprise grade digital dashboards, scorecards, diagrams, maps, MMI interfaces and much more. The
carefully designed object model and unmatched out-of-the-box presentation quality make the .NET
Vision suite indispensable for any Business Intelligence, Scientific, Presentation, Financial or Statistical
data visualization project.
Nevron .NET Vision includes several components that will help you create advanced digital dashboards
and data presentation applications:
- Chart for .NET (WinForms and ASP.NET)
- Gauge for .NET (WinForms and ASP.NET)
- Diagram for .NET (WinForms and ASP.NET)
- Map for .NET (WinForms and ASP.NET)
- UI for .NET (WinForms)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Nevron Chart for .NET

Nevron Chart for .NET is the industry’s leading charting solution for ASP.NET and Windows application
development. Whether you need to build business, scientific, financial or presentation applications or
even full featured, integrated Dashboards and Business Intelligence solutions, Nevron Chart will deliver
the ultimate data visualization to your WinForms and ASP.NET projects. The chart control can display
virtually any 2D Chart, 3D Chart or Gauge with out-of-the-box quality. Providing many advanced user
editing features such as style editors, allowing you to get started quickly using no code at all. Hundreds
of intuitive examples with source code are included to speed up your development time.

Nevron Gauge for .NET (part of Nevron Chart for .NET Enterprise edition)

Nevron Gauge for .NET is part of Nevron Chart - it is suitable for any digital dashboard solution that
needs to visualize KPIs, Scorecards and MMI interfaces. The Gauge for .NET features complete set of
Radial and Linear gauges, LED displays, State Indicators, Advanced Axes and stunning visual effects.

Nevron Diagram for .NET

Nevron Diagram for .NET helps you integrate and display sophisticated Diagrams and Maps into your
.NET Windows Forms and ASP.NET applications quickly and easily. It is a complete diagramming solution,
packed with many interactivity features, shapes, automatic layouts, stunning visual effects and comes
equipped with ready to use controls to help you boost your application development. Carefully crafted
to meet different requirements, it provides unmatched extensibility options, which will help you
integrate the solution better into the context of your particular application.

Nevron Map for .NET (part of Nevron Diagram for .NET Enterprise edition)

Nevron Map for .NET is part of Nevron Diagram - it is an advanced component that will help you
integrate maps to visualize and annotate geographical data in your WinForms and ASP.NET applications.
Nevron Map for .NET features full support for ESRI file format, 22 projection types, intelligent layer
properties show/hide layers based on zoom level, rules based styling, automatic naming and labeling of
map elements, non overlapping labels layout and many more.

Nevron User Interface Suite

Nevron User Interface for .NET is the only suite on the market with such remarkable render quality and
speed. Use of pluggable renderers and palettes leverages the simplicity and extensibility of all
components to a degree never experienced before. Explore a rich and powerful docking library,
professional and extensible command bars and a set of extended Windows Forms controls, designed to
bring to your Windows Forms applications the latest GUI standards and technologies. The suite
introduces lots of new custom controls making it easy to create distinguished, stylish and modern enduser presentation layer.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------About Nevron
Nevron Software is a global leader in component based data visualization technology for a diverse range
of Microsoft centric platforms. Built with perfection, usability and enterprise level features in mind, our
components deliver advanced digital dashboards and diagrams that are incomparable. Today Nevron
components are used by many Fortune 500 companies and thousands of developers and IT
professionals worldwide.
Designed by professionals for professionals, Nevron Data Visualization technology delivers rich
functionality with exceptional features to your Presentation, Scientific, Financial and Business
Intelligence applications.
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